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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sequence comparison has many application areas, for instance in character recognition,
speech recognition, computer vision, pattern matching in biological databases, spelling
correction in user interfaces and parser recovery in compilers. The general framework
either for the algorithms or data structures or similarity measures or all of them is
o ered in the book edited by Sanko and Kruskal [76] and in the overviews of Waterman
[93], and Myers [61], in the articles of Galil and et all. [27, 26], Chang and Lampe [13],
Eppstein [22], Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [74], Findler and van Leeuwen [23] and Basseville
[9], in the paper for classi cation by Li et all.[50]. One of the rst surveys are from
1980 by Hall and Dowling in various application areas [31] and from 1978 by Toussaint
[83] in pattern recognition. However, for spelling correction there is an older survey of
Peterson [68] and this is extended by K. Kukich [46].
In the sequel we concentrate on the editing model approach with the distance measures derived, projected or extended from the Levenstein distance. Although not listing,
there have been algorithms also for two-dimensional data, good if the data is periodic,
or of good average properties. The Levenstein distance measure [48] that is the number of the editing operations: insertions, deletions, substitutions . The most often used
model introduces costs to the editing operations, and the edit distance is the minimum
of costs of the editig sequences that may transform a sequence (string) to another. The
algorithms developed by Wagner, Sellers and others have been based on this measure
[90, 77, 78, 55, 86, 95, 29, 32, 38, 64].
The polygon matching in geometric data structures has been a more complex application area which have had several approaches, see [4, 6, 7, 5, 10, 11, 12, 20, 43, 81, 92].
In many of these sequence matching procedures using the angles and lengths of the
sides, the sides may be normalized, thus allowing scaling for the object. Stereo vision
has its own string-correspondence-problem, see e.g., [36, 44, 45, 51, 57, 91]. Handwritten-character matching may use the basic approach with the symbols consisting of
two attributes, see on-line recognition e.g. , [41, 54, 49]. Moreover, for Chinese Character Recognition other operations such as merging and splitting have been introduced,
[84, 85, 42]. The sequence comparison algorithm based on partial sorting tested for the
histograms is presented [71]. The color histograms are used as the inputs for the similarity comparison also in the object recognition in [80], and in that paper the di erence
is normalized with by the sum of weights of the symbols in the model sequence. The
normalization is done after processing the value-by-value di erences. Marzal and Vidal
introduce a concept called normalized edit distance [54]). They normalize by the length
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of the edit path, not by the lengths of the sequences. They propose on-line algorihm,
which requires O(m2) space and O(nm2) time, if m is the length of the shorter sequence
and n is the length of the longer sequence. In experiments of Marzal and Vidal done
in the character classi cation the new similarity measure seems to be more reliable.
Since the costs of the operations are de ned in the similarity matrix (application dependent measurements), and this gives a non-metric measure, the normalization makes
the distance to ful ll the triangle inequality property.
In this paper we extend and modify the basic algorithms, to implement the recurrence of Marzal and Vidal to cope with the normalization that allows more error in
longer sequences, and also more minor mistakes but less big mistakes.
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Chapter 2
Editing models
When two sequences are compared, there is also a measure to say how similar or
dissimilar these two are. Often we have a distance measure that describes, how far they
are from each other with the given metric or a cost function. The distance function is
not always metric. Some research and practice use what they call a similarity measure:
how similar the structures are is measured with some computational measure. We
assume the following: If the distance D(X; Y ) is to be computed between sequences
X and Y with lengths n and m, respectively, the distance is the minimum sum of
costs of the edit operations to transform a sequence to another. If the cost function is
symmetric, it makes D(X; Y ) = D(Y; X ).
We dot not expect the distance to be metric, we request only that the editing
sequence ful lls the following restrictions: all the editing operations can be done in
parallel and the editing sequence is monotonic. The editing sequence is monotonic,
if there are no two editing operations (Xi; Yk ) and (Xj ; Yh) such that i < j but
k > h. On the other hand, if the distance is metric, these properties will be got to the
minimum editing sequence in the computation.
The distance is computed into a matrix D = (dij ) of size n  m. However, if the
editing operations are not needed, due to the di erent constraints by cost functions ,
denoted by , the computation needs only two rows of the matrix, the most recently
computed. The basic model is given by Equation (1).
Equation 1.Basic model:

D(0; 0) = 0;
D(i; j ) = min fD(i , 1; j , 1) + (xi ! yj );
D(i , 1; j ) + (xi ! );
D(i; j , 1) + ( ! yj )g
For the basic model with the restricted set of cost functions we have the bounds by
Wong and Chandra [94].

Theorem 2.0.1 (Wong and Chandra(1976)) If the editing costs are restricted so
that each insertion costs CI , each deletion costs CD , and each substitution costs CS (if
the symbols are the same, the cost is zero), the alphabet is arbitrarily large and it holds
that 0  v = CS =(CI +CD )  1, then the minimal number of entries to be computed, i.e.
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symbol equality comparisons, to be made in the worst case is M (n; m). The upper bound
and the lower bound is for M (n; m): m(n , m +1)+2+ Pk1km,1;m,(k=v)0 dm , k=ve 
M (n; m)  mn , bm(1 , v)cbm(1 , v) + 1c

For a general set of cost functions we can bound the computation by the minimum
of the deletion and insertion costs, . The very idea is about the same as in the papers
[72, 86]. But recall, the sets Uk and Vk used in the proofs of Wong and Chandra are in
fact the same diagonals that are met in the approximation algorithms. And from there
can be found the idea verifying the most distant entry (entries) from the main diagonal
as can be with restrictions set by the cost function.
A diagonal p; ,n  p  n (when p  0 starting from the entry d0;p in the matrix
and ending at dn,p;n ) is the ordered set of entries di;j , where i = j + p; 0  j  n. A
group of diagonals is a band b = fpj , b  p  bg. Similarly a frontier k; 0  k  2n
(when k < n starting from the entry dk;0 in the matrix and ending at d0;k ) is the
ordered set of entries di;j where k = j + i, 1  i; j  n. A frontier is a concept
used also in parallel processing. If we can bound the computation with the number of
insertions and deletions that may take place, or with the threshold, the computation
can be narrowed only to the narrow band of diagonals of the distance matrix, e.g., to
diagonals ,p; ,p + 1; : : : ; 0; : : :; p. On the other hand, examining the values on the
frontiers k = 0; 1; : : : we can bound with the threshold.
The normalized distance measure adds a third dimension: the editing path length
to the distance table. Thus the following recurrence equation exists [54]:
Equation 2.Normalized-with-the-path-length model:

8> min fD(i , 1; j , 1; k , 1) + (x ! y );
i
j
><
D(i , 1; j; k , 1) + (xi ! );
D(i; j; k) = >
D
(i; j , 1; k , 1) +W ( ! yj )g8k : max(i; j )  k  i + j
>:
1 8k : k  max(i; j ) k  i + j

When the cost function is metric, and the distance function is the sum of the costs,
there is no single deletion followed by a single insertion or vice versa in the editing
sequence. This follows from the property: (xi ! yj ) < (xi ! ) + ( ! yj ).
With the normalized distance measure this statement is not anymore true.
A simple example would be a case, where we have a constant cost for every operation
- an indel costs 1 and a mismatch costs 2 - and the example sequences to be compared
are AB and BB: with the path of length 2 we have a normalized distance 2/2, and with
the path of length 3 we have 2/3.
The basic model can be extended with a transposition [53], where in the simplest
case two adjacent symbols have exchanged their positions without any gaps between in
either of the sequences [21].
Similarly the computation can be bound on bands and frontiers of the distance
matrix, if we have information on the classi cation thresholds. For the equation(3), we
have to check only the entries of the frontier k; k + 1; k + 2; k + 3 for values greater
than or equal to t. And the band is at most p + 1, where p <min(n; t=), where  =
minimum of positive insertion and deletion costs, see for instance [73].
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Chapter 3
Computation
Computing the editing distance is similar to the nding the shortest path in the grid
graph. The very idea in the algorithm developed in [54] is that for all possible lengths
of paths the minimum cost is computed, and the minimum cost path of length k is
to be normalized by dividing its cost by the length of the path. The distance is the
minimum of the normalized minimum path costs.
Note that the edit path length is greater than or equal to the number of the editing
operations. The edit path length includes also the number of the perfect matches.

3.1 Basic algorithm
The very basic algorithm based on the recurrence Equation 2 can be simply written as
Algorithm 3.1.1. It cuts some computation with the threshold.
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Algorithm 3.1.1 Test-and-compute (X; n; Y; m; t; s)
Output: s; /* a distance * or rejection if s  t*/

Begin

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

T = t(n + m);
D[0,0,0] = 0;
for (k = l; k < n + m + 1); k + +) f
minDist = T;
for (i = max(0; k , m); i <= min(k; n); i + +) f
for (j = min(k; k , i); i <= min(k; m); j + +) f
delD = D[i , 1; j; k , 1] + del(X (i));
insD = D[i; j , 1; k , 1] + ins(Y (j ));
subsD = D[i , 1; j , 1; k , 1] + subs(X (i); Y (j ));
D[i; j; k] = minOf(delD , insD, subsD);
minDist = min(minDist,D[i; j; k]);
g;
g;
if (minDist >= T ) f
return(reject); /* all paths of length k have certainly distances greater than threshold *

g;

g

for (kk = n; (kk < k); kk + +)
s:= min(s; D[m; n; k]=k);
if s  t return(reject); else return(s);

End

What we try to do is to limit the number of computations using the information
used in the classi cation. First we set the stopping criterion by the knowledge collected
on frontiers, f that contain entries di;j;:::; i + j = f .

Lemma 3.1.1 In the distance matrix computed by equation(2) if the entries of the

frontiers f and f +1 have values greater than or equal to t, then no entry on succeeding
frontiers f + 2; f + 3; : : : ; is less than t.

.

Proof. By the equation(2) the entry di;j;::: on frontier f depends on the entries

di,1;j;:::, di;j,1;:::, and di,1;j,1;:::, and both indel costs are in the frontier f + 1 and the
substitution cost is in f . Since these values are greater than or equal to t, di;j;::: must
contain values greater than or equal to t.
2
Next we get a relation between di erent subpaths. We show that it is possible for a
given subsequence pair, the optimal costs of paths of di erent lengths do not increase
or decrease monotonically.
7

Lemma 3.1.2 If at any point of the computation of D(i; j; ), the following is true for
some k :
cost(xi ! yj )=k > ( (xi ! )+ ( ! yj ))=(k +1) and D(i,1; j ,1; k ,2)=(k ,2) <
D(i; j; k , 1)=(k , 1), and D(i , 1; j , 1; k , 2))=(k , 2)
is the normalized distance between the subsequences X1:::i,1 and Y1:::j ,1 then the optimal
editing sequence with the normalized distance between subsequences X1:::i and Y1:::j is at
least of length k + 1.

Proof. We add the expressions on the right hand side and expressions on the left hand

side of the comparisons, and we deduce the result.
2
On the other hand, if the input sequence is to be classi ed to one of the candidate
classes, its distance from the candidate sequence cannot be very large. Thus if we
take a parameter to bound the distance computation, the algorithm can be modi ed
to compute less entries. Let us assume that the normalized distance cannot be greater
than t. Furthermore let us denote, that T = t(n + m). Then the following lemma
provides another stopping criterion.

Lemma 3.1.3 If in the distance matrix computed by Equation(2) all the entries of the
paths of length k have values di;j  T , then no entry on paths of length k + 1; k + 2; : : :
cannot have a cost that would made the sequence acceptable.

Now we can state formally that the basic algorithm works correctly.

Theorem 3.1.1 The algorithm 3.1.1 computes correctly the normalized distance be-

tween two sequences, if this is under the given threshold. The computation succeeds in
time O(min(n + m; n + t(n + m)= )nm).

Proof. The algorithm is a straightforward implementation of the recurrence. By

Lemma 3.1.3 (and also by 3.1.1) we can cut computation at certain point, if all entries
ful ll the given condition.
2
An another simple approach would be to start computing from the entries (i; j ) and
think k as an index in vector value of the entry (i; j ) and limit the computation in that
dimension.
To be more precise we can cut the computation to a band of only possible usable
entries in the computation. With the edit distance in the basic model we get an upper
bound for the bands of the maximum width, approximately s=, if s is the distance.
With the normalized distance we do adjusting during the computation. The following
lemmas can be proven from the dependencies of the entries in the distance table. First
we check the right (upper) area .

Lemma 3.1.4 If in the distance matrix computed by Equation(2) for some k for the
entries di+1;j (k) and for all h > j , 2 di;h (k) it holds that these entries all have costs
greater than or equal to T , then no entry di+1;j +d (k + 1), where 1  d  m cannot have
a cost that would made the sequence acceptable.

Next we check the (lower) left area.
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Lemma 3.1.5 If in the distance matrix computed by Equation(2) for some k and the
entries di;j (k ) and for all h < j it holds that di;h (k )  T , then no entry di+1;j ,d (k + 1),
where 1  d  j cannot have a cost that would made the sequence acceptable.
.

Last two lemmas give us the simple means to reduce computation. The algorithms
have been written in C++.

Algorithm 3.1.2 Test-and-compute (X; n; Y; m; t; s)
Output: s; /* a distance * or rejection if s  t*/
Begin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

T = t(n + m);
minDist := 1; D[0,0,0]=0;
for (j = 1; (j < m + 1)&&(D[0; j , 1; j , 1] < T ); j + +) D[0,j,j] = D[0,j-1,j-1] + ins(Y(j));
if (j < m + 1) lastPrevious = j-1; else lastPrevious = m+1;
for (i = 1; (i < n + 1)&&(D[i , 1; 0; i , 1] < T ); i + +) D[i,0,i] = D[i-1,0,i-1] + ins(X(i));
if (i < n+1) rstThresholded = i-1; else rstThresholded = n+1; rstCountable = 1;
for (i = 1; i < n + 1; i + +) f
if (i < rstThresholded)
minDistR = D[i,0,i]; else minDistR = T; pre=0;/*
for (j = firstCountable; j < lastPrevious&&pre < T ; i + +) f
minl = min(i; j ); pre = minDist; minDist = T;
for (k = minl; k < (i + j + 1); k + +) f
delD = D[i , 1; j; k , 1] + del(X (i));
insD = D[i; j , 1; k , 1] + ins(Y (j ));
subsD = D[i , 1; j , 1; k , 1] + subs(X (i); Y (j ));
D[i; j; k] = minOf(delD , insD, subsD);
minDist = min(minDist,D[i; j; k]); g;
if (minDist <= T ) f
if (minDistR == T) rstCountable++;
if (lastPrevious == j-1) f
lastPrevious = j;
break; /* from the current row */

g

g;g
g

if (lastPrevious == j+1) f
lastPrevious = j;
break; /* from the current row */

minDistR= min(minDistR,minDist);
if (minDistR == T ) return(reject);

for (k = n; (k < (n + m)); k + +)
s:= min(s; D[m; n; k]=k);
if s  t return(reject); else return(s);

End
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The space can be reduced as done in [33, 87, 54] by keeping only record on the
contents of the current and the previous row. This algorithm can be used on-line if
the rows from 3 to 6 are inserted inside the loop transforming at the same time them
from for-loops into if-statements. Since the tracking of minimum values increases the
constant time slice for each entry computed, this kind of optimization is useful for
sequences of certain length.

Theorem 3.1.2 The Algorithm 3.1.2 computes the distance between two sequences or
rejects, if the distance is not less than the given threshold. It runs in time O(n 
(min(t= + 1; m))2) and in space O(m2) .

Proof. The rst row of the matrix D[0; ; ] is computed for suitable indices in
vectors of length O(n + m). Suitable means that there is at least a path of length k
when inserting as is done k symbols. It is done in O(min(m; mt=) time, where the
variable  is the minimum indel cost in the sequences to be compared. If a path of
length exceeding the threshold is met, then the computation is stopped and the variable
lastPrevious is set accordingly to be the column to hold the last acceptable subpath.
Similarly the rst values in the rst column, D[; 0; ] are computed in O(min(n; nt=)
time. The rstThresholded is set to point the rst row, where there are no acceptable
paths in the rst column. FirstCountable tells us the rst column in the next row
where there is a path under the given threshold. At row 17 it is increased only if all
the entries sofar in the row reach the threshold, i.e., when there have been no suitable
paths. Variable minDistRow computes the minimum of the row: in the beginning of
the row it is set to be either the value of the rst column or the threshold value. The
variable lastPrevious is updated to point the right or to the left accordingly, depending
on if the threshold met in the current row is in the earlier column or in the column to
the right. Thus we discard the upper right corner unnecessary to compute. By lemmas
the lines 7-28 are correct. The last lines compute minimum normalized distance in the
set of paths in O(n).
2
The special cases of the cost function may bring the worst cases to the front.
Lemma 3.1.6 If for all pairs (xi; yj ) the following is true: cost(xi ! yj )=2 >
( (xi ! ) + ( ! yj )) then the optimal editing sequence with the normalized
distance between subsequences X1:::n and Y1:::m is of length m + n and it does not have
any substitutions.

Proof. It is easy to see that for every case it is less expensive to use the detour, unless

there is a perfect match.
2
The algorithm for the case with no substitutions is as follows: we change the lines
13 -14 to the following lines:
if X(i) == Y(j) f
subsD =D[i-1,j-1,k-1];
D[i,j,k] = minOf(delD , insD, subsD);g
else D[i,j,k] = minOf(delD , insD);
10

3.2 Priority queue
If on the other hand we are sure that the only a very narrow band is actually checked we
could set the algorithm di erently. Instead of the third dimension as a vector we could
declare it as a priority queue maintained partially ordered. The queue would maintain
all the paths of di erent lengths computed in the given band. The rough outline would
be: use a modi ed Dijkstra's algorithm on a graph containing a node for the entry
D(i,j,k) and edges to that node, from nodes corresponding D(i-1,j,k-1), D(i,j-1,k-1) and
D(i-1,j-1,k-1) with weights of the costs of the editing operations divided by k.
This approach would be useful only if it captures a band b << m. Otherwise it
takes considerably more space. Let use declare
class q
freal av;
public:
real val; //the distance of the subsequences with a path of
int length; //length k
q next;
q(real v, unsigned int l);
q min(); // returns the minimal element from the queue
setnext(*q p); //returns the next element in the queue from the current
cursor
insert(*q p); //insert an element in the sorted queue, but still with di erent
l:s g ;
with obvious implementations.
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Algorithm 3.2.1 Test-and-compute (X; n; Y; m; t; s)
Output: s; /* a distance * or rejection if s  t*/

Begin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

T = t(n + m);
minDist := 1; D[0,0] = new q(0,0);
for (j = 1; (j < m + 1)&&(D[0,j-1]. min() < T);j++)
D[0,j] .insert(new q(D[0,j-1] .min().v+ ins(Y(j),j));
for (i = 1; (i < n + 1)&&(D[i , 1; 0]:min(l) < T ); i + +)
D[i,0]. insert(new q(D[i-1,0].min(l).v+ ins(X(i)), i);
for (i = 1; i < n + 1; i + +) f
for (j = 1; j < m + 1; j + +) f
for (delD = (D[i , 1; j ]:min(); delD:v=(delD:l + n + m , i , j ) < t;
delD = (D[i , 1; j ]:setnext(); )
D[i,j] .insert(new q(delD.v+ del(X(i),delD.l+ 1) ;
for (insD = (D[i; j , 1]:min(); insD:v=(insD:l + n + m , i , j ) < t;
insD = (D[i; j , 1]:setnext(); )
D[i,j] .insert(new q(insD.v+ ins(Y(j),insD.l+ 1) ;
for (subsD = (D[i; j ]:min(); subsD:v=(subsD:l + n + m , i , j ) < t;
subsD = (D[i , 1; j , 1]:setnext(); )
D[i,j] .insert(new q(subsD.v+ subs(X(i),Y(j)),subsD.l+ 1) ;

14.
15. g g
16. for (kdist = D[m; n]:min(); k! = nil; kdist = D[m; n]:setnext())
17.
s:= min(s,kdist.v/kdist.l);
18. if s  t return(reject); else return(s);

End

Lemma 3.2.1 For the queue of paths at node d(i,j) it is sucient and necessary to

hold only elements for which it holds: if (s; l) is the minimum element, then for all
other entries (si ; li ) we have s < si and moreover, l < li.
Proof. The minimal element has the smallest (unnormalized) distance, sofar, between
two subsequences Xi and Yj : s > si by de nition. Assume we have an element (s0; l0)
such that s0 > s and l0 < l. Let us denote the optimal path using this path of length l0
by k' and for it holds: the path k0 consists of two parts: the pre x subpath of length l'
and the sux subpath starting from d(i; j ) is of length p : k0 = p + l0. Its (unnormalized)
distance is s0 + t0. But the same sux subpath can also be chosen with the path l, which
makes the following constraint true: sl++tp < sl ++pt . Thus this element (s0; l0) cannot be a
part of the winning path. It is unnecessary. The other paths form an sucient base to
the further computation.
2
Lemma 3.2.2 For the queue of paths at node d(i; j ) it is sucient to maintain an increasingly monotonic queue: if (si ; li) is an element, then for all other entries (sj ; lj ); i <
j we have si < sj and moreover, lj > li.
0

0

0
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0

Proof. A similar argumentation as in 3.2.1 can be used to drop the unnecessary
2

elements from the queue.

Lemma 3.2.3 For a minimal path at node d(i; j ) the distance computed so far full lls
the condition s=(l + n + m , i , j ) < t.
Proof. The required minimal path must have a normalized distance less than t. As-

suming that the other edit operations do not increase notably the sum s, we can
approximate the nal normalized distance by dividing s by the longest possible path
length containing this minimal path as a pre x path.
2
The number of paths in the maintained set is limited to be at most m + 1. A
Fredericson-Dijkstra
p method for the shortest path computation in planar graphs would
solve this in O(N log N ), where N is the number of vertices [24], and in this case N
is nm. The number of paths Lp(n; m) in the grid graph can be approximated
p by the
expression log L(n; m) = , log( 2 , 1)(n + m) , 0:5 log n + O(1), if n , m is O( n + m).
The expected length of the longest set of matches is bound by cn, where c depends on
the size of the alphabet, (see Deken [19], and also work of Dancik[18]). For instance,
with the alphabet size 15 we have for c a lower bound constant 0.327 and an upper
bound constant 0.465. Thus we have an ecpected number of mismatches to be greater
than (1 , c)n. Therefore we can state the following:

Theorem 3.2.1 The algorithm 3.2.1 computes correctly the normalized distance be-

tween two sequences, if this is under the given threshold. The computation succeeds in
time O(min(n; m)nm). If there is a constant c such that the expected number of the
matches is less than cn, then we can bound the expected computation to O(nm (n+m)t, (1,c)n ),
where  is the minimum positive editing cost.

Proof. The algorithm is a straightforward implementation of the recurrence except
that the third dimension is covered only by the essential values. If the distances are
not in the order of the path lengths we can drop some of the elements by Lemma 3.2.2.
By Lemma 3.1.3 we can cut the computation at certain point, if all entries ful ll the
given condition: less than (n + m)t. The expected number of the matches is less than
the length of the shortest path. Therefore the paths have an expected cost greater
than (1 , c)n. The expected number of distinct paths in the priority queues cannot
be greater (n+m)t,(1,c)n , where  is the minimum positive edit cost.
2

3.3 Experiments
We have implemented the basic o -line algorithm and the priority queue algorithm. The
implementation of the latter algorithm avoids two out of three unnecessary insertions
to the queues by comparing the values rst and making it possible to insert only the
best possible node in the sets. Even more, in one case the old node, the value of
which is used, can be directly reused without freeing and reallocating. We have run the
algorithms without the threshold testing and with a reasonable threshold. The C++
coding of the algorithms is in the appendix A.
In many experiments, some shown in the appendix B, we have got the picture
that the algorithm using the priority queue is not signi cantly slower than the simple
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algorithm. In some cases where rejection is the nal result, the latter is clearly slower,
see APPENDIX B, TABLE 2, row 6.
From the test runs we have collected the number of nodes computed in the distance
matrix, the processing time and also in TABLE 1 we see the intervals in which the
running times are. Moreover, there are some data about the shortest path length in
matrix and the cost of the shortest editing sequence in the average for certain input
descriptions. In the column showing the number of the entries/nodes computed in the
distance matrix we see that the k-path method has sometimes smaller numbers. One
case is when the probability of the indels is set to very high: 0.9. (See TABLE 3 in the
APPENDIX B). Then over thousand entries have been left out from the computation.
If we compare tables TABLE 1 and TABLE 2, we see that a reasonable threshold
can speed up the computation and in the worst case do not increase the running time
considerably.
Why the time values are not exact? I have used the getrusage system function of
SunOS system. The accuracy of the time taking depends for instance, on the number
of interrupts done during the run. Of course it depends on the accuracy of the clock,
too. The times shown in the table include the user mode time and the system mode
time of the process.
The space requirements for the implemented algorihms are very high. The base
method uses vectors of size the maximum path length, and the number of vectors is
quadratic. The k-path candidate method uses two vectors of linear size and a set of
nodes needed to compute paths. The set is divided between di erent entries of vectors.
With ecient storage allocator, this set cannot grow larger than mn. In fact this set
can be as small as n + 1.
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Chapter 4
Summary
Computing the editing distance or string-to-string-correspondence is an identi cation
or a classi cation method in many applications. If the editing distance takes into account besides the costs of the operations also the number of operations, the problem
complexity increases from quadratic to cubic. We have extended the algorithms of
Marzal and Vidal to be used with the given threshold and also presented the variation using only possible candidates in the set of paths. The algorithms run in time
O(min(n + m; n + t(n + m)=)nm) and in space O(m2), where n and m are the lengths
of sequences, t is the threshold given by the user , and  is the minimum cost. If there
is a constant c such that the expected number of the matches is less than cn, then we
can bound the expected computation to O(nm (n+m)t,(1,c)n ). The experiments show
that in the computation of edit distance the basic algorithm and the priority queue
based algorithm perform equally well. In the case of the rejection the latter may be
slightly faster. The total space requirements can be in the worst case very di erent:
using only two rows in both algorithms the priority queue approach would require as
much as the links require the basic entry size multiplied. The lower bound to the size
of the priority queue sets is maximum of n + 1 and m + 1.
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Appendix A
copyright by University of Tampere, Liisa Raiha 14.7.1995
#include "normalized.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#de ne del(a) a
#de ne ins(a) a
#de ne subs(a,b) (((a-b)<0)? (b-a) : (a-b))
#de ne minof(a,b) ((a < b)?a : b)
#de ne maxof(a,b)((a < b)?b : a)
#de ne minof3(a,b,c) ((a < b)?((a < c)?a : c) : ((c < b)?c : b))
int normbasic(double *s1, double *s2,int n,int m, double threshold, int &kl,
double &sdistance)

f

double ***D;
int i,j,k;
double DelK, InsK, SubsK,T, pathK, minDist;
//preprocessing
D = (double***) calloc ((n+1), sizeof(double**));
T = (n+m)*threshold;
minDist =T;
for (i=0; i<=n; i++)
f D[i] = (double**) calloc((m+1), sizeof (double*));
for (j=0; j<=m; j++)

f

g;

g

D[i][j] = (double*) calloc((n+m+1), sizeof(double));

//computation
int tmax ;
D[0][0][0] = 0.0;D[0][0][1] = T;
for (j=1; j<=m;j++)
fD[0][j][j] = D[0][j-1][j-1]+ del(s2[j]);
D[0][j][j-1]= T;
if (j<m) D[0][j][j+1]= T;g ;
for (i=1; i<=n; i++)
23
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f

D[i][0][i] = D[i-1][0][i-1] +ins(s1[i]); D[i][0][i-1]= T;
if (i>1) D[i][0][i-2]= T;
if (i < n) D[i][0][i+1]= T;
minDist = T;
for (j=1; j<=m; j++)

f

tmax = maxof(i,j);
D[i][j][tmax-1] =T;
if (tmax > 1) D[i][j][tmax-2] =T;
if (i+j < n+m) D[i][j][i+j+1] =T;
for (k=tmax; k<=i+j; k++)

f

g
g

g

DelK= D[i][j-1][k-1]+ del(s2[j]) ;
InsK= D[i-1][j][k-1]+ ins(s1[i]);
SubsK= D[i-1][j-1][k-1]+ subs(s1[i], s2[j]);
D[i][j][k]= minof3( DelK, InsK, SubsK);
minDist = minof(minDist, D[i][j][k]);

if (minDist >= T) f return -1;g

if (n > m)

fkl = n;sdistance = D[n][m][n] / n;g
else fsdistance = D[n][m][m] / m;kl = m;g

for (k=maxof(n,m) +1; k<= n+m; k++)
f pathK= (D[n][m][k] / k);
if (sdistance > minof(sdistance,pathK) ) f
kl = k; sdistance = pathK;

g
g;

g

if (sdistance < threshold) return 0;
return -1;

/*normalized.C */
#include "normalized.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stddef.h>
#include < oat.h>
#include <limits.h>
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pqueue *entrypaths::min()

f

g;

lastretrieval = paths;
return paths;

void entrypaths:: ndrightspot(pqueue *p,pqueue *q)
f pqueue *pre; //
pre = NULL;
while((q, >next != NULL) && (p, >length > q, >length) )

f

if (p, >val <=q, >val)

f

g

p, >next = q, >next;
pre, >next = p, >next;
delete q;
q = p, >next;

else

g

f
g

pre =q; q=q, >next;

if ((p, >length > q, >length) ) // at the end of queue

f

if (p, >val > q, >val)

f

p, >next = NULL; q, >next = p; insertionpoint = p;

g

else if (pre!= NULL ) // remove q?

f

pre, >next = p; p, >next = q, >next; delete q; insertionpoint = p;

g

else f
delete p;

g
g

g;

else if ((p, >val < q, >val) && (p, >length < q, >length)) // in the middle f
pre, >next = p; p, >next =q; insertionpoint = p; g
else delete p;

entrypaths::insert(pqueue *p)

f

if (paths == NULL) f
paths =p; p, >next = NULL;insertionpoint=paths; lastretrieval=paths;g
else f
if (p, >val < paths, >val)

f

26
if (paths, >length <= p, >length)

f

p, >next = paths, >next; delete paths; paths = p; insertionpoint =p; g

else f
p, >next = paths;
paths =p;
insertionpoint = p;

g
g

else if (p, >length <= paths->length)
fdelete p;
return 0;g
else

f

if (insertionpoint, >length < p, >length)

f

ndrightspot(p,insertionpoint);

g

else
if (insertionpoint, >length >= p, >length)

f

// try to nd a spot that a length and a cost are suitable
pqueue *temp= paths;
if (insertionpoint, >val > p, >val)
ndrightspot(p,temp);
else
fdelete p;

g
g

g

g

g

return 0;

pqueue *entrypaths::getnext()

f

if (lastretrieval != NULL)
lastretrieval = lastretrieval, >next;
return lastretrieval; g
void entrypaths::setnull()
f pqueue *a;
a = paths;
while (paths != NULL) f
a = paths, >next; delete paths; paths = a;

g

g

lastretrieval=NULL;insertionpoint=NULL;
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void entrypaths::init()
finsertionpoint=NULL; lastretrieval=NULL; paths = NULL;g

int ndistance( double *s1, double *s2,int n,int m, double threshold, double &sdistance, int &k)
entrypaths *D, *Dcurr, *temp; //pointers to the rows
int i,j;
double T, minDist;
pqueue *Ddel, *Dins, *Dsubs, *ks; pqueue * rst;
T = (n+m)*t;
D= (entrypaths *)calloc(m+1, sizeof(entrypaths));
Dcurr= (entrypaths *)calloc(m+1, sizeof(entrypaths));
D[0].init(); Dcurr[0].init();
D[0].insert((new pqueue(0.0,0)));
for (j=1; j<=m; j++)
f Dcurr[j].init(); D[j].init();
rst =new pqueue(D[j-1].min(), >val + del(s2[j]), j);
D[j].insert( rst);g;
for (i=1; i<=n; i++)
f Dcurr[0].setnull();
rst = new pqueue(D[0].min(), >val + ins(s1[i]), i);
Dcurr[0].insert( rst);
minDist = T;
for (j=1; j<=m; j++)
f Dcurr[j].setnull();
Dsubs = D[j-1].min();
Ddel = Dcurr[j-1].min();
Dins = D[j].min();
while ( (Dsubs!= NULL) || (Dins != NULL) || (Ddel != NULL)

f

if ((Dsubs != NULL) && ((((Dins!= NULL) && (Dins, >length >= Dsubs,
f rst = Dsubs;
Dsubs = D[j-1].getnext();
D[j-1].paths = Dsubs;
rst, >val = rst, >val + subs(s1[i], s2[j]);
if ((Dins!= NULL) && (Dins, >length == rst, >length))
f if ( rst, >val > (Dins, >val + ins(s1[i])))
rst, >val = Dins, >val + ins(s1[i]);
Dins = D[j].getnext();
g;
if ((Ddel!= NULL) && (Ddel, >length == rst, >length))

f

if ( rst, >val > (Ddel, >val + del(s2[j])))
rst, >val = Ddel, >val + del(s2[j]);
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g;

Ddel = Dcurr[j-1].getnext();

rst, >length = rst, >length +1;
g
else
f if ((Dins! = NULL) && (((Ddel! = NULL) && (Ddel, >length >= Di
rst= new pqueue(Dins, >val+ins(s1[i]), Dins, >length+1);
if ((Ddel!= NULL) && (Ddel, >length == Dins, >length))

f

if ( rst, >val > Ddel, >val + del(s2[j]))
rst, >val = Ddel, >val + del(s2[j]);
Ddel = Dcurr[j-1].getnext();

g
g

Dins = D[j].getnext();

else f

rst= new pqueue(Ddel, >val+del(s2[j]), Ddel, >length+1);
Ddel = Dcurr[j-1].getnext();

g
g; //else
if ( rst, >val < T) f
g
g
g

g

Dcurr[j].insert( rst);
minDist = minof(minDist, rst, >val);

else delete rst;

if (minDist >= T) return -1;
else f
temp=Dcurr; Dcurr=D; D=temp; g

ks=D[m].min();
sdistance= ks, >val/(double)ks, >length;
k= ks, >length;
for (ks=D[m].getnext(); ks!=NULL; ks=D[m].getnext())
fif (setmin(sdistance, ks, >val/ks, >length)) k=ks, >length;
g;
if (sdistance < threshold)
return (0);
else return(-1);

g;
short setmin(double &sdistance, double val)
f if (sdistance > val) f sdistance =val; return TRUE; g
return FALSE; g
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Appendix B
Sequences
K-path(s) min max
nodes Base (s) min max
nodes
av. av. path runs
(lengths)
av. time time time computed av. time time time computed distance
5 & 6 (50,50)
1.29 1.24 1.38
44775
1.26 1.23 1.30
45477
0.865
64.72
25
5 & 7 (50,50)
1.34 1.30 1.43
45477
1.28 1.23 1.46
45477
0.443
60.12
25
5 & 8(50,50)
1.33 1.30 1.39
45477
1.27 1.25 1.35
45477
0.436
60.00
25
5 & 9 (50,46)
1.26 1.18 1.35
40181
1.14 1.10 1.20
40183
0.402
55.92
25
5 & 10(50,46)
1.17 1.14 1.20
40080
1.13 1.10 1.19
40183
0.520
59.36
25
5 & 11 (50,50)
1.27 1.22 1.38
43877
1.28 1.26 1.34
45477
1.39
66.6
25
12 & 13(50,50)
1.31 1.28 1.42
45477
1.28 1.23 1.47
45477
0.0958
50.00
20
12 & 14(50,50)
1.34 1.31 1.41
45477
1.28 1.25 1.31
45477
0.159
50.00
20
12 & 15(50,50)
1.33 1.27 1.41
45477
1.29 1.25 1.42
45477
0.0971
50.00
20
12 & 16(50,46)
1.33 1.28 1.42
40183
1.13 1.11 1.20
40183
0.253
50.05
20
12 & 17(50,46)
1.16 1.14 1.20
40183
1.14 1.12 1.18
40183
0.172
50.00
20
12 & 18(50,46)
1.19 1.17 1.24
40176
1.15 1.13 1.26
40183
0.320
50.05
20
12 & 19(50,50)
1.31 1.26 1.35
45168
1.31 1.25 1.41
45477
0.889
56.00
20
1(6,6)
0.005 0.0 0.01
135
0.005 0.00 0.01
135
0.733
9
4
2 & 3(100,100)
9.80 9.70 10.28
348452
10.19 9.82 11.32
348452
31.49
109.6
10

Table B.1: No Thresholds
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APPENDIX B.

Sequences
5 &6(50,50)
5 &7(50,50)
5 &8(50,50)
5 &9(50,46)
5 &16(50,46)
5 &11(50,50)
12&13(50,50)
12 &14(50,50)
12 &15(50,50)
12 &16(50,46)
12 &17(50,46)
12 &18(50,46)
12 &19(50,50)
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K-path
Base
.
Comment
av. time(s) av. # of nodes av. time(s) av. # of nodes
0.96
32109
1.36
45477
1.23
40435
1.37
45477
1.23
40507
1.38
45477
1.10
36191
1.22
40183
1.23
36548
1.22
40183
0.83
27859
1.38
45477
dissimilar; rejected
1.40
45477
1.26
45477 a worst case sequence
1.40
45477
1.27
45477
1.41
45477
1.29
45477
1.35
40183
1.13
40183
1.23
40183
1.14
40183
1.24
40183
1.14
40183
1.39
45053
1.28
45477

Table B.2: Threshold=(max+min)/2 ; Testruns = 5

Sequence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Description Length Possible Mult. Error in value Prob. of indels
Handmade
6
0.00
0.00
Constant 50 100
0.00
0.00
Sequence 2
100
2.00
0.02
Sequence 2
100
2.00
0.00
sin x +1
50
0.00
0.00
Sequence 5
50
2.00
0.00
Sequence 5
50
0.20
0.00
Sequence 5
50
0.10
0.00
Sequence 5
46
0.20
0.10
Sequence 5
46
0.20
0.20
Sequence 5
50
0.20
0.90
Constant 1
50
0.10
0.00
Constant 1
50
0.10
0.00
Constant 1
50
0.20
0.00
Constant 1
50
0.10
0.00
Constant 1
46
0.20
0.10
Constant 1
46
0.02
0.010
Constant 1
46
0.20
0.20
Constant 1
50
0.20
0.90

Table B.3: Input description

